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Abstract
Traditional approaches to structural design presuppose strength to be the dominant design
requirement. But following new technologies and design methods, this assumption that
strength requirements dominate is being challenged. In the design of horizontal
structures, such as floor systems and pedestrian bridges, increasing lengths of column-
free span and demands for material efficiency have led to an overall reduction in the
structural properties of mass, stiffness and damping. These three properties traditionally
controlled motion-related serviceability issues, but this is no longer the case. Engineers
are increasingly reporting vibration problems in horizontal structures. Hence, the
dominant design criterion has shifted from a basis of strength to one of motion.
This thesis attempts to investigate the code requirements and state of the art
analysis techniques involved in the vibration control of horizontal structures. Design
techniques involving passive control, active control and some alternative control methods
are discussed and evaluated, both qualitatively and quantitatively, through a series of
example problems. Conventional engineering knowledge addresses vibration problems
by increasing stiffness; however, this study indicates that these problems may be resolved
much more efficiently by increasing damping, perhaps through the use of a tuned mass
damper.
Recommendations are made, suggesting that structural engineers should give
serious consideration to the dominance of serviceability issues in design. As vibration
problems continue to become more prevalent with ever-increasing span lengths, the time
will come when non-traditional solutions, such as the use of tuned mass dampers to
control vibrations, can no longer be ignored.
Thesis Supervisor: Jerome J. Connor
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION
Structural designers are faced with a variety of tasks in the design of modem-day
structures. Safety is clearly an area of paramount concern; buildings and bridges must
have the capacity to exceed loading conditions within a reasonable factor of safety. In
addition to safety, and oftentimes of equal importance, is the question of serviceability:
is the structure designed to execute its function within defined standards of performance?
One such serviceability problem faced by structural designers is that of motion control.
Specifically, motion in the form of floor vibration, a problem in horizontal structures
exacerbated by lengthy column-free spans, is considered to be one of the most common
and persistent serviceability issues encountered by today's structural designers
(McCormac & Nelson, 2003, p. 285).
The issue of floor vibration control is relevant to a wide variety of types of
structures. Such structures prone to vibration-related problems include pedestrian
bridges, manufacturing facilities, shopping centers, health care and laboratory facilities,
educational facilities, office buildings, residential complexes, arenas and places of
assembly, such as convention centers (West & Fisher, 2003, pp. 3-5). Floor vibration due
to pedestrian traffic in these structures has been a reported nuisance to residents, causing
an uncomfortable work environment. In some instances, occupants report a fear for their
safety in vibration-prone structures even when engineers consider the structure to be
sound. Consequently, this problem is passed on to building owners in the forms of lost
rental space and lowered commercial value of property (ASCE 7, 2002, p. 365). In
extreme cases, excessive vibrations may adversely affect the productivity of sensitive
manufacturing equipment or drastically skew the accuracy of laboratory test results.
Not only are floor vibrations problematic in a variety of structural types, the
frequency of reported problems has risen sharply over the past 20 years. The engineering
community as a whole, always pressing for more efficient design methods and
technologies, is the likely culprit. A growing trend in the use of high-strength steels and
concretes has reduced system mass without a corresponding increase in elasticity, leading
to an overall reduction in system stiffness (AISC LRFD Specifications, 2001, 16.1-258).
Architects are continually pressing engineers for larger column spacing. Moreover,
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offices 30 or 40 years ago often contained floor-to-ceiling dividers and bulky filing
cabinets, which added damping and mass to the floor system. It is commonplace these
days to redesign such office layouts with cubicles replacing full dividers and computers
replacing full filing cabinets. As a result, the damping capacity and mass of the floor
system is effectively reduced, leading to reports of vibration problems where vibrations
were never before noticed (Hanagan, 2005, pp. 14-15).
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2. SCOPE
This report aims to investigate the challenge of controlling motion in long span horizontal
structures. Generally, long span will be used in reference to structural distances in excess
of 6 meters (19.7 feet) per a reflection of design code commentary as seen in Section 4.
Horizontal structures considered include any structure spanning a horizontal distance
prone to vertical vibration problems, namely pedestrian bridges and building floor
systems. Emphasis is given to steel-framed floor systems through the aid of design
examples for two reasons. Firstly, steel structures can be particularly susceptible to
vibration-related problems when chosen as a building material. Secondly, the choice of
building floor systems has been deemed appropriate based on the frequency of reported
problem cases of this nature in engineering literature.
In order to meet these goals as stated, a general discussion of structural dynamics
in relation to the basic principles of motion control is given in Section 3. Section 4
examines the requirements and guides given in a variety of structural design codes. A
discussion of desired performance limits for structures follows in Section 5. These
performance limits are then integrated into design approaches as presented in Section 6.
Consideration is given to passive control, active control and alternative control
techniques in solving vibration problems through both original design and remedial
measures. Finally, Section 7 summarizes lessons learned through this investigation and
provides recommendations for design codes and structural designers in approaching the
challenge of motion control of long span horizontal structures.
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3. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MOTION CONTROL
3.1. General Structural Dynamics Principles
In order to simplify the analysis of a long span horizontal structure, a theoretical model of
the system may be constructed based on several of its properties. The single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) system modeled in Figure 3.1 provides a good starting point. Here a
complex system may be reduced to quantifiable properties of mass m, stiffness k, viscous
damping c, displacement u, applied loading p and reaction force R.
k
R NNINr P
C
+-- -------- ->
Figure 3.1: Single-degree-of-freedom system (Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 9).
Motion of this system is governed by an equation of the form
mii(t) + c (t) + ku(t) = p(t) (3.1)
where ii and ii denote the first and second derivative of displacement, namely velocity
and acceleration (Connor, 2003, p. 9). The external loading, p, is a function dependent
on time, t.
Relating this model to the example of a floor system, m refers to the entire mass
of the floor (structural steel, concrete slab, hung ceiling, mechanical fixtures, etc.) in
addition to the mass of items resting on the floor surface. Stiffness, k, is a material
property of the system reflecting its resistance to changes in shape. The natural
frequency, co, of the system is a measure of how often it will oscillate following the
application of a force. It is related to both k and m in terms of rad/s as follows (Connor,
2003, p. 10)
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k0- (3.2)
m
or may be measured in Hertz (s') as
fn = (3.3)2rm
Oscillation of the system may occur at higher levels of excitation at higher frequencies,
known as harmonics of the natural, or fundamental, frequency. These different levels
may also be referred to as modes, and the corresponding deflected shape for a given mode
is called a mode shape. See Figure 3.2 for the first two mode shapes of a vibrating
horizontal structure.
Figure 3.2: Typical beam and floor system mode shapes (1t mode - top, 2nd mode - bottom)
(Courtesy of Murray, Allen, & Unger, 1997, p. 3).
Viscous damping, c, again a property of the system, is related to the damping
ratio, , by the equation (Connor, 2003, p. 10)
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2a'm 2Vk0
(3.4)
The damping ratio is typically given as a percentage of critical damping, the amount of
damping needed in a system to bring it to rest after displacement without oscillating
(Murray et al., 1997, p. 2).
In a given mode shape, not all of the mass is participating equally in vibratory
motion, as assumed in the simple model of Figure 3.1. Therefore, it is necessary to
measure properties associated with a mode, called modal properties. A rough
approximation for the modal mass of a floor system for the first mode is (Conner, 2003)
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Furthermore, the damping ratio pertaining to a specific mode is called modal
/8. Figure 3.3 demonstrates how vibration oscillations decay as a result
damping.
(3.5)
damping,
of modal
I ,-~i21rtr~ I
I - I
- / 4 -~
/ / .9< \ / -
o 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.0 2.
Cycles of Vibraion (fn)
Figure 3.3: Decaying vibration with viscous damping (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 2).
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3.2. Dynamic Loading Conditions
In addition to given structural properties, the vibration response of a horizontal structure
is dependent on the type and magnitude of the loading. In vibration studies, dynamic
loadings are of interest. Loading can be classified into four types (See Figure 3.4):
harmonic, periodic, transient and impulsive. Typically, rotating machinery causes
harmonic loading, human rhythmic activit,
transient loading and a short impact such as a
(a) harmonic load
(c) t.mnsien load
y causes periodic loading, walking causes
jump cause impulsive loading.
(b) PeriOdi boad
+ A
Figure 3.4: Types of Dynamic Loading (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 2).
The frequency of dynamic loading is known as the forcing frequency, f . Common
forcing frequencies for dynamic loads typically applied to horizontal structures are given
in Table 3.1.
1 1.6-2.2 2-2.1)
2 3.2-4.4 4-5.5 -----
3 4.8-6.6 6-8.25 -----
4 6.4-8.8 ----- -----
Table 3.1: Common forcing frequencies (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 8).
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As forcing frequency approaches a structure's natural frequency, a condition known as
resonance will occur. Resonance greatly amplifies the force on a structure. As seen in
Figure 3.5, an increase in damping is capable of reducing the effect of resonance
amplification.
I
1
12V
1-
- (magnhude at peak)
suffness damping
2 3
Natural Frequency In
Forng Frequency f
Figure 3.5: Response to sinusoidal force (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 3).
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4. DESIGN CODE RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1. Design Code Requirements
4.1.1. American Institute of Steel Construction Load and Resistance Factor Design
The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Load and Resistance Factor Design
(LRFD) (2000) manual serves as the governing code for the structural design of steel
buildings in the United States. The following consideration for floor vibration
serviceability design is given:
Vibration shall be considered in designing beams and girders supporting
large areas free of partitions or other sources of damping where excessive
vibration due to pedestrian traffic or other sources within the building is
not acceptable. (para. L3.2)
Here AISC acknowledges vibration, especially human-induced vibration of column-free
spans, to be problematic. Structural designers are instructed to "consider" the vibration
problems but are not obligated to perform a dynamic analysis on troublesome spaces.
The code does not define "large areas free of partitions" nor does it give acceptability
criteria for building performance.
Historically, this vibration problem has been resolved indirectly through two
approaches. One approach limits the amount of static deflection to a certain fraction of
overall span length, 1. For example, a general rule dating as far back as the early 1 9 th
century limits spans supporting plaster ceilings to a static deflection of 1/360. Depending
on the function of the members, this limit may be reduced to l/240 or 1/180. A second
approach puts requirements on the span-to-depth (d) ratio. Such rules state that l/d
should not exceed 20 nor should it exceed 800/Fy (Ellingwood, p. 4).
The problem with these approaches is that they are by their nature static solutions
given to indirectly solve a dynamic problem. It is assumed that these rules will add
sufficient stiffness to the system to keep vibration levels within a serviceable limit. But
as engineers press the limits on long spans and material efficiency, static rules of thumb
cannot solve dynamic problems.
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In the AISC LRFD manual (2000), engineers are referred to another publication
known as AISC Design Guide 11: Floor Vibrations due to Human Activity (Murray et
al., 1997). Design Guide 11 provides arguably the most comprehensive, state of the art
guidance in analysis and design pertaining to floor vibration problems. The design
criteria and methods it provides are discussed further in Sections 5 and 6. While its
merits as a design tool are clear, it still serves only as a guide and is not included in
AISC's set of design specifications.
4.1.2. ASCE 7-02: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures
The American Society of Civil Engineers' Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and
Other Structures, ASCE 7-02 (ASCE, 2002) publication echoes concern given in the
AISC LRFD manual for vibration-related problems. In a non-mandatory appendix to the
design load code, ASCE 7-02 notes the following:
Floor systems supporting large open areas free of partitions or other
sources of damping, where vibration due to pedestrian traffic might be
objectionable, shall be designed with due regard for such vibration. (para.
B.1.2)
Here, vibration problems in floor systems are specifically mentioned. Structural
designers are charged with giving "due regard" to solving this problem, but no definitive
methodology is given to help with the solution.
4.1.3. National Building Code of Canada
The National Building Code of Canada (NBC) (1995) initially acknowledges vibration
problems in a manner similar to American design codes:
Floor systems susceptible to vibrations shall be designed so that there will
be no significant adverse effects on the intended occupancy of the building
from vibrations. (NBC 4.1.1.6.)
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However, unlike American design code, the Canadian code proceeds to describe two
specific situations where the designer is required to carry out a dynamic analysis:
1. "Where vibration effects, such as resonance and fatigue resulting from
machinery or equipment, are likely to be significant (NBC 4.1.10.5.1)."
2. "Where the fundamental vibration frequency of a structural system
supporting an assembly occupancy used for rhythmic activities, such as
dancing, concerts, jumping exercises or gymnastics, is less that 6 Hz.
(NBC 4.1.10.6.1)."
Structural designers are referred to Appendix A of the National Building Code of
Canada - Supplement and its commentary designed to aid in the dynamic analysis of
floor systems. Here it is noted that floor systems with spans of 6m or greater typically
cannot be controlled by limits on span-to-deflection ratio, such as 1/360 (p. 2). While this
design methodology is again a non-mandatory guide, it can be an extremely helpful tool
and is discussed further in Sections 5 and 6.
4.1.4. International Building Code
The International Building Code (IBC) (2002) is a document created with the intent to
serve as a modem set of specifications giving emphasis to structural performance
(McCormac & Nelson, 2003, pp. 37-38). However, the topic of floor vibration is not
formally discussed in its specifications. The subject is briefly touched upon in its
associated advisory commentary:
The deflection of structural members is limited by the code and some
material standards for damage control of supported construction and
human comfort. Generally, the public equates visible deflection, or even
detectable vibration, with an unsafe condition (which in many cases is not
true). (IBC Commentary 1604.3.1)
From this point the IBC takes the traditional approach of indirectly controlling floor
vibration by limiting static deflection. These deflection limits (1/360 for floor member
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live load, and 1/240 for floor member dead plus live load), govern only in the event that
the applied design standard is less stringent.
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4.2. Design Code Evaluation
The codes that have been reviewed, American, Canadian and International design
specifications, all acknowledge the problem of controlling motion in horizontal
structures. In most cases, it is noted that structural designers should consider this
vibration problem, but no defined course of action is prescribed. In fact, only the NBC
requires a dynamic analysis under a limited number of conditions. Guidelines for this
dynamic analysis are given, but in the end it is at the discretion of a responsible engineer
to determine what type of analysis is sufficient.
Given the frequency and magnitude of motion-related problems in structural
engineering, the question must be asked: should design code specifications be changed to
include mandatory, defined methods to solving this problem? Perhaps this calls into
question the fundamental purpose behind design specifications. Many argue that
specifications are written, not to inhibit the creativity of structural designers, but in order
to ensure public safety (McCormac & Nelson, 2003, p. 37). Typical serviceability issues
are by definition not safety issues. Yet, safety as defined by a structural engineer and as
perceived by a non-engineer member of the general public may be completely different.
A structurally sound building can become useless to its owner if people are made to feel
unsafe. Worse yet, a safe structure may cause injury if a crowd of people immediately
feels that excessive vibrations threaten their safety and a "stampede" ensues.
Consequently, serviceability issues, to a certain extent, may need to be included in design
specifications to ensure not just safe structures, but safe occupancy of structures. Perhaps
with more research a better understanding of necessary design criterion will be attained
for motion control of long span horizontal structures and implemented in specifications in
such a way so as not to restrict structural designers but rather to open the door to safer
structural design.
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5. VIBRATION DESIGN CRITERIA
In establishing criteria for serviceability design, a number of both technical and non-
technical matters must be addressed. Essential components of a useful design standard
include a definition of serviceability limits, a definition of system conditions and a
definition of an analysis approach to be executed (West & Fisher, 2003, p. 3). The
following outlines these three components in light of current design guidelines.
5.1. Serviceability Limits
5.1.1. Sensitive Equipment
The rational behind prescribed vibration serviceability limits is easily followed in the
design of sensitive manufacturing or laboratory facilities. In these situations, equipment
manufacturers can define maximum limits of vibration, in terms of acceleration, velocity
or displacement. For example, in the manufacturing of microelectronics, the end product
will either work or will not work based on the environment of fabrication. Limitations
here are purely objective.
Problems arise related to vibrations in sensitive equipment when the exact
equipment to be used is not known at the time the structure to house the equipment is
designed. Moreover, equipment wears out or becomes outdated with time; replacement
equipment may not be identical to original equipment. Hence, guidelines have been
established prescribing maximum floor velocities based on studies of a variety of
equipment manufacturer requirements. These limits for various classes of equipment are
given in Table 5.1. The velocity values in Table 5.1 correspond to Figure 5.1, where
under certain conditions slightly higher velocities may be acceptable based on the natural
frequency of the floor.
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Gomputer systems; Uperating Kooms--; surgery; tsencn
microscopes at up to 1 00x magnification 8,000 200
Laboratory robots 4,000 100
Bench microscopes at up to 400x magnification; Optical
and other precision balances; Coordinate measuring 2,000 50
machines; Metrology laboratories; Optical comparators; '
Microelectronics manufacturing equipment-Class A***
Microsurgery, eye surgery, neuro surgery; Bench
microscopes at magnification greater than 400x; Optical 1,000 25
equipment on isolation tables; Microelectronics'
manufacturing equipment-Class B***
Electron microscopes at up to 30,000x magnification;
Microtomes; Magnetic resonance imagers; 500 12
Microelectronics manufacturing equipment-Class C***
Electron microscopes at greater than 30,000x
magnification; Mass spectrometers; Cell implant 250 6
equipment; Microelectronics manufacturing equipment-
Class D***
Microelectronics Manufacturing equipment-Class E***; 130 3Unisolated laser and optical research systems
* Value of V for Figure 5.1
**Criterion given by solid curve of Figure 5.1 corresponds to a standard mean whole-
body threshold of perception
***Class A: Inspection, probe test and other manufacturing support equipment.
Class B: Aligners, steppers and other critical equipment for photolithography with
line widths of 3 microns or more.
Class C: Aligners, steppers and other equipment for photolithography with line
widths of 1 micron.
Class D: Aligners, steppers and other critical equipment for photolithography with
line widths of 1/2 micron; includes electron-beam systems.
Class E: Aligners, steppers and other critical equipment for photolithography with
line widths of 1/4 micron; includes electron-beam systems.
Table 5.1: Vibration criteria for sensitive equipment (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 46).
U
0 'I'2v -
Solid curve pertains to equipment without pneaumatically-isolated
systems, dashed curve to equipment with low-frequency pneumatic
isolation.
................................................... I. ! . .. . I
1 2 4 8 16 31.5 63 80
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 5.1: General criterion curve to be used with values of Table 5.1
(Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 45).
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5.1.2. Human Perception
When vibration serviceability limits are sought based on human comfort levels, engineers
are no longer dealing with objective requirements. In fact, human perception levels in
relation to floor vibrations are highly subjective. Both psychological and physiological
factors are at play. Studies have shown that the factors in the following list all contribute
to the complex nature of serviceability limitations (West & Fisher, 2003, p. 26):
1. Frequency or Period of Building
2. Age
3. Body Posture
4. Body Orientation
5. Expectancy of Motion
6. Body Movement
7. Visual Clues
8. Acoustic Clues
9. Type of Motion
In fact, researchers have found that floor natural frequencies from 5-8 Hz may especially
cause discomfort in occupants, as the system is in synch with the natural frequencies of
human internal organs (Laman, 1999, p. 83).
Designers must choose a key parameter in assessing the effect floor vibrations
will have on occupants. Characteristics of vibration include maximum displacement,
frequency, velocity, acceleration, and change in acceleration (termed the "jerk").
Typically it is the force applied to occupants that causes discomfort. Basic laws of
physics state that forces are the result of the acceleration of a mass. Therefore,
acceleration has generally been accepted as the standard parameter for consideration
(West & Fisher, 2003, pp. 25-26).
Acceleration limits are generally given as a fraction of gravitational acceleration,
g. Figure 5.2 displays the results of some of these studies, giving peak acceleration limits
based on floor natural frequency and structural function.
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25 r
10 Rhythmic Activities.
Outdoor Footbridges
25 Indoor Foobndges..
2.5 Shopping M41is,
Dining and Dancing
Residences7
0.5
0.25 7
01 ISO Baseline CuVe
tot RMS Acclcraion /
I 3 45 8 10 25 4C
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 5.2: Recommended peak acceleration for human comfort for vibrations due to human
activities (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 7).
5.1.3. Involvement of Consultation
While it is the engineer's duty to design a structure up to standards in regards to strength
and in consideration to serviceability, the owner also has a large responsibility in the
matter. According to the AISC Code of Standard Practice for Steel Buildings and
Bridges (2005) when the owner contracts a Fabricator to complete the design and
fabrication of an entire steel structure, it is the responsibility of the owner to "establish
the performance criteria for the Structural Steel frame" (p. 16.3-3).
Responsibility on the side of the owner makes perfect sense in the example of an
experienced microelectronics manufacturer interested in building a new facility. As
discussed previously, the manufacturer should have a good idea of the vibration
limitations of its manufacturing processes. But in the case of a church interested in
building a new facility, a pastor will likely have no knowledge of desired vibration
limitations. Here the engineer must step in and provide expert knowledge and
consultation so that clients will be satisfied with their structure.
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5.2. Definition of System Conditions
5.2.1. Load Cases
Unfactored loads should be considered when performing a vibration analysis to simulate
actual conditions. The dead load in this case will typically involve floor slab weights,
beam and girder self-weights as well as loads from mechanical fixtures or hung ceilings.
Suggested live load values for various conditions are given in Table 5.2.
Office floor 11
Residential floor 6
Footbridges, gymnasium,
shopping center floors
Table 5.2: Assumed live loads of various structures for dynamic analysis purposes
(Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 12).
5.2.2. Damping Conditions
The amount of damping inherent in horizontal structural systems is due mainly to
architectural features and occupants. At the lower end of the damping spectrum, with
few non-structural components, are footbridges. Toward the higher end of the spectrum
are offices with full height partitions between floors. Table 5.3 presents recommended
values for damping ratios based on structural type and use (Murray et al., 1997, pp. 18-
19).
Offices, Residences, Churches 0.02-0.05*
Shopping Malls 0.02
Footbridges - Indoor 0.01
Footbridges - Outdoor 0.01
*0.02 for floors with few non-structural components (ceilings, ducts,
partitions, etc.) as can occur in open work areas and churches,
0.03 for floors with non-structural components and furnishings, but with only
small demountable partitions, typical of many modular office areas,
0.05 for full height partitions between floors.
Table 5.3: Recommended values for damping ratios (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 18).
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5.3. Analysis
5.3.1. Determine Natural Frequency
5.3.1.1. Static Displacement Method
The fundamental frequency for a simply supported beam subject to uniform loading is
(Chopra, 2001, pp. 632-635)
fn =- 4 (5.1)2 wL
where:
f = natural frequency (Hz)
g = acceleration due to gravity
E= modulus of elasticity of steel
i = transformed moment of inertia; effective transformed moment of
inertia, if shear deformations are included
w = uniformly distributed self-weight per unit length
L = member span
Based on beam theory, the maximum deflection of the simply supported beam subject to
uniform loading is:
A=5wL4A =84 (5.2)
384EI,
Solving this Eq. (5.2) for EI, and substituting the result into Eq. (5.1) gives a natural
frequency of:
f =0.18 g (5.3)
AISC Design Guide 11 suggests taking A in Eq. (5.3) to be equal to
A= Ai +A9 + AC (5.4)
where:
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A= beam or joist deflection, due to weight supported
A,= girder deflection due to weight supported
AC = axial column shortening due to weight supported
For Eq. (5.4), A and Ag are found using the load cases outlined in Section 5.2.1. in
conjunction with Eq. (5.2). Column shortening, A, is suggested to be neglected unless
analyzing tall buildings (Murray et al., 1997, p. 11-12).
5.3.1.2. Finite Element Modeling
As an alternative or complementary approach to the static displacement method of
finding a system's natural frequency, finite element modeling software may be used to
simplify the procedure. An analysis package such as SAP2000 Nonlinear, commonly
used in structural design firms, could find a natural frequency of a structural system,
avoiding the single beam adaptation calculation outlined in Section 5.3.1 .1.
5.3.2. Evaluate System
Structural dynamics theory gives the following as a measure of acceleration response for
the SDOF systems as (Chopra, 2001, pp.76-80)
ui(t) _
p0 / = -Ra sin(wt - 0) (5.5)
where Ra is the acceleration response factor, taken as
2
Ra O 1 (5.6)
co = Vp _CoCO 2 ]2 +[2 (col /o o)]2
and the phase angle $ is taken as
= tan~I 2(5.7)1 - (CO/ c")2
Murray et. al suggest estimating the ratio of a horizontal structure's peak acceleration to
gravitational acceleration to be used as a measure of serviceability (1997, p. 17). Based
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on empirical research information, this peak acceleration varies greatly from Eqs. (5.5),
(5.6) and (5.7) and is taken as
a= 
_ (5.8)p 0wg /3W
where:
a, = peak acceleration of system
P = constant force from the excitation (92 lbs for footbridges, 65 lbs otherwise)
8 = modal damping ratio, from Table 5.3
W = effective weight supported
and the effective weight supported, W, may be found as
W = wBL (5.9)
where:
w = supported weight per unit area
B = effective width
L = member span
More information on effective width (B) calculations may be found in Appendix A.
Now that peak acceleration has been found, it can be compared to limiting values
discussed in Section 5.1.2. and the horizontal structure can be evaluated for vibration
serviceability. Vibration problems should not arise provided that the peak acceleration of
the system is less than the serviceability threshold limits
ap ao (5.10)
g g
where:
a0 = limiting acceleration, from Figure 5.2
g
Accelerations bordering or exceeding threshold limits are a good indication that vibration
problems may be an issue. A study by Murray and Boice (2006) investigating the
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vibration of over 50 actual floor systems reported an 88% agreement between actual
vibration problems and vibration problems predicted using this method, outperforming
any other available method of floor vibration analysis (p. 13).
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6. DESIGN METHODS
6.1. Passive Control
Controlling the dynamic response of a system by optimizing properties embedded within
the system is a type of control action known as passive control (Connor, 2003, p. 27).
Equation (3.1) reveals that system response is dependent on three key properties: mass,
damping and stiffness. This section focuses on how these three properties can alter the
vibration response in horizontal structures. Examples are given to demonstrate how
changes in these parameters may reduce the peak acceleration of the system to within
serviceability limits.
6.1.1. Adjust Mass
Adding mass to a floor system increases the floor's effective panel weight (W). From
Eq. (5.5), a reduction in ap / g will follow. However, larger mass means an increase in
displacement (A), reducing the natural frequency, thereby increasing ap /g. Hence,
dramatic changes in system mass may be required to evoke even small changes in
dynamic response.
Great increases in system mass may be accomplished in several ways. Either the
floor slab thickness may be increased or designers may select normal weight concrete
rather than lightweight concrete. This solution may be applied most easily to the original
design. In remediation, the amount of mass that may be added is limited by the strength
capacity of the structural system. Consideration must also be given to the time
construction may put a facility out of commission. Feasibility must be judged in
economic terms based on lost revenues and productivity in addition to construction costs.
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Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Situation:
Consider the floor system given in Figure E6. 1, an adaptation of a typical office floor bay
given in AISC Design Guide 11 (Murray et al., 1997, p. 25). Hot-rolled steel sections
frame a composite floor deck. A cross section of the deck is given in Figure E6.2.
Assume that the initial composite deck is 2.5 inches thick with 2.0-inch thick ribs
(account for 50% concrete in the rib section). Consider a damping ratio of 0.03 (see
Table 5.2), a live load of 11 psf, mechanical/ceiling load of 4 psf and a corrugated steel
decking dead load of 4 psf.
Assume the following system
properties:
Concrete
w'= 110 pcf
f'I = 4000 psi 0
UO
(0,Beam Properties
W18x35
A = 10.30 in.2
I, = 510 in.4
d = 17.70 in.
Girder Properties
W2lx50
A = 14.70 in.2
Ix = 984 in.4
d = 20.83
-7
U-)
co)X-
00
1 W21x5O 1
0
3 SPA 0 10'-O"
Figure E6.1: Office floor framing system.
1-4-
2.5"
2 . 0"
W18x35
Figure E6.2: Composite deck cross-section.
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Problem Statement:
Investigate the system's vibration serviceability condition in terms of percent
gravitational acceleration. Vary the concrete thickness and weight; compare system
acceleration to serviceability limitations.
Solution:
From Figure 5.1, the limiting peak acceleration is about 0.5% of gravitational
acceleration. Calculations were based on AISC Design Guide 11 suggested procedures
as outlined in Section 5 and Appendix A. The results are displayed in Table E6.1. See
Appendix B for full design spreadsheet values.
2.50 110 0.57% 0
2.75 110 0.54% 2,406.3
3.00 110 0.51% 4,812.5
3.25 110 0.48% 7,218.8
3.50 110 0.45% 9,625.0
2.50 145 0.49% 7,656.3
2.75 145 0.46% 10,828.2
3.00 145 0.43% 14,000.1
3.25 145 0.40% 17,171.9
3.50 145 0.38% 20,343.8
Table E6.1: Peak acceleration of floor for various slab thicknesses and concrete weights.
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Evaluation:
For lightweight concrete (110 pcf), a slab thickness of roughly 3.25 inches (adding
7,218.8 lbs to the system) or more is necessary to limit acceleration values to comfortable
threshold levels. Switching to a normal weight concrete (145 pcf) immediately reduces
acceleration levels to within standards even with the original 2.5-inch concrete slab
(adding 7,656.3 lbs to the system).
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6.1.2. Adjust Stiffness
Increasing stiffness is the traditional approach to solving vibration problems. This
method aims to increase the natural frequency of the horizontal structure, in turn reducing
the peak acceleration of the vibrating system.
Stiffness may be added to a system either in original design or as a remedial
measure in a number of ways. If possible, a new column supporting the floor and
transferring loads to the foundation will be of great service (see Figure 6.1). This method
also allows a damping element to be introduced to the system, which has been shown to
locally reduce vibrations. The use of cover plates or stiffening rods to increase stiffness
has been used with limited success. However, the addition of a queen post hanger (see
Figure 6.2), provided that sufficient depth is available, has been found to substantially
increase stiffness. A profound reduction in noticeable vibrations follows (Murray et al.,
1997, p. 56).
.k~~ .....1
Figure 6.1: Additional columns to increase stiffness (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 56).
F s gy------ .r
\,- 4 Qgeee Post 44WvW
Figure 6.2: Queen post hanger stiffening (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 56).
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Example 6.2: Adjusting Stiffness in a Floor System
Situation:
Consider the original floor system layout from Example 6.1 (see Figures E6.1 and E6.2).
Problem Statement:
Investigate the system's vibration serviceability condition in terms of percent
gravitational acceleration. Vary the sizes of hot-rolled W-section beams and girders and
note changes in system acceleration response. Compare peak system acceleration to
serviceability limitations.
Solution:
Design criteria give a limiting peak acceleration of about 0.5% of gravitational
acceleration. In order to achieve this threshold level by changing the beams and girders
chosen, it was necessary to use at a minimum W21x44 beams and W21x55 girders (See
Table E6.2). Detailed design spreadsheets used for these calculations are given in
Appendix C.
W18x35 W21x50 0.57% 0
W18x35 W21x55 0.56% 300
W18x40 W21x50 0.53% 700
W18x40 W21x55 0.52% 1,000
W21x44 W21x55 0.45% 1,560
W21x44 W21x62 0.44% 1,980
Table E6.2: Peak acceleration of floor for various beam and girder member sizes.
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Evaluation:
A stiffness-based approach was able to successfully solve the vibration problem. But
adding stiffness was not without cost: the most efficient solution found within the
serviceability limit of 0.5% gravitational acceleration added 1,560 lbs of steel to the
original configuration. Further iterations may produce a more effective solution,
especially if deeper beams and columns are to be considered.
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6.1.3. Adjust Damping
6.1.3.1. Traditional Methods to Increase System Damping
A look at Eq. (5.5), the equation for system acceleration response, reflects a strong
dependence on damping. From a standpoint of proportionality (Murray et al., 1997, p.
17)
a- 1 -(6.1)
g P
In other words, doubling the system damping will effectively cut in half the resulting
system peak accelerations.
As previously mentioned, most of a horizontal structure's damping is supplied by
its architectural features. The addition of non-structural elements, such as full drywall
partitions, has been shown to significantly boost system damping (Murray et al., 1997, p.
57). Architectural features and available space govern the potential for additional
damping in this sense.
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Example 6.3: Adjusting Damping Ratio in a Floor System
Situation:
Consider the original floor system layout from Example 6.1 (see Figures E6.1 and E6.2).
Problem Statement:
Investigate the system's vibration serviceability condition in terms of percent
gravitational acceleration. Vary the amount of modal damping ratio (P) for the first
mode. Compare response values to threshold limitations. At this point, how this
additional damping enters the system is not a concern. Consider only how much is
needed.
Solution:
Design criteria give a limiting peak acceleration of about 0.5% of gravitational
acceleration. Table E6.3 displays results from an analysis of varied effective modal
damping. A damping ratio of 0.035% or more was sufficient to reduce peak acceleration
levels to under the limiting value. Detailed design spreadsheets are given in Appendix D.
U.(3U U..//o
0.035 0.49%
0.040 0.42%
0.045 0.38%
Table E6.3: Peak acceleration of floor for various effective modal damping ratios.
Evaluation:
Simply increasing the system's modal damping ratio by 0.005% resolved vibration
problems based on the analysis considered. This demonstrates the dominant effect
damping can play in a dynamic system.
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6.1.3.2. Tuned Mass Damper
A promising alternative form of adding damping to long span horizontal structures
involves the installation of a device known as a tuned mass damper (TMD). A TMD is
composed of a mass, a spring and a damping element. It is attached to a structural system
and tuned to a frequency such that it will move out of phase with the main structural
system, imparting inertial reaction forces intended to control structural response (Connor,
2003, p. 217). Figure 6.3 shows the addition of a basic TMD to the simple SDOF system
from Figure 3.1.
P
C Cd
1U 10 U + "
Figure 6.3: SDOF-TMD system (Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 218).
Control of horizontal motion through the use of a TMD for tall buildings has been
well documented in engineering literature. Examples include New York's Citicorp
Center, Toronto's Canadian National Tower and Boston's John Hancock Tower (Connor,
2003, pp. 222-223). Simple modifications to the configuration of TMD systems
employed by these examples allow for control of motion in the vertical direction, leading
to applications in long span horizontal structures.
One such configuration investigated by Setareh et al. (2006) involves the use of a
pendulum tuned mass damper (PTMD). A schematic of this system can be seen in Figure
6.4.
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Figure 6.4: SDOF-PTMD system (Courtesy of Setareh et al., 2006, p. 65).
Motion equations governing this SDOF-PTMD system are
(ml + m 2 ) 1 + m 26 +c1 C1 + kix 1 = F(t) (6.2)
£m 2X +i 2 m 2  + 2 c 2 +f20k 2 9=0 (6.3)
where mi, ci and ki refer to mass, damping coefficient and stiffness respectively (subscript
1 for the floor, subscript 2 for the PTMD). The acceleration, velocity and displacement
of the floor are represented by X1, ic, and x1 , respectively. The rotational acceleration,
rotational velocity and rotational displacement of the PTMD are represented by 0, d and
0, respectively. Distances f and , represent the length of the PTMD arm and the
distance from the spring to the PTMD hinge, respectively. Excitation force and
responses are define as follows:
F(t) = Foe'
x, (t) = Xe'o
O(t) = Oe'"
Furthermore, Setareh et al. define the following set of dynamic parameters:
P=M m2 / M= mass ratio
= o, / 2r = (1/ 2fr)k / m, = floor natural frequency (Hz)
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f 2 = w 2 /2r = (f , /2rd)k 2 /m 2 = PTMD natural frequency (Hz)
f, = f 2 / f, = frequency ratio of the PTMD to the floor
g = w I/w, = f / f, = frequency ratio of the excitation to the natural frequency of
the floor
= c / 2m, , = floor damping ratio
2= c2 /2m 2 C02 = PTMD damping ratio
x,, = FO /k1 = floor static deflection
f =w / 2r = excitation frequency (Hz)
A measure of the magnitude of the acceleration of the floor as a function of f,, g, p, #
and 2 is presented by Setareh el al. as
R =g9[ff- g72(24Ki)2 2_ 24552 "")]2+4g 2 g 1-2 _ g ,) + j (f - g2)] 2)
(6.4)
A schematic for the mechanical system of a laboratory test PTMD is displayed in
Figure 6.5. Stacks of steel plates hinge connected to the floor system at one end and
attached to springs and a damper at the other end serve as the PTMD. Laboratory studies
have shown reductions in the floor acceleration response of 87% with a mass ratio of
3.2% and PTMD damping ratio of 0.111 (Setareh et al., 2006, p. 67).
4 Stacks of Plates
Pin support
Base to Spring
Connection
4x43/8 Angles
Base Composed of
4x4x/8 Angles
Spring
Damper
Figure 6.5: Details of PTMD (Courtesy of Setareh et al., 2006, p. 66).
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Examples of PTMD systems designed and installed by ESI Engineering, Inc. in office
buildings can be seen in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 (p. 71-72).
Figure 6.6: PTMD installed under 6 inch raised office floor (Courtesy of Setareh et al., 2006, p. 71).
Figure 6.7: PTMD installed under 14 inch raised office floor (Courtesy of Setareh et al., 2006, p. 72).
In addition to the pendulum system, a variety of mechanisms may be used to
provide the mass, stiffness and damping necessary for a TMD to function efficiently. A
configuration with positive results involves a horizontal steel plate used as a spring,
supporting steel masses and multi-celled liquid bladder dampers (Murray et al., 1997, p.
58). See Figure 6.8 for details of this configuration.
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MULTi-CCLED LIQUIC) 0AMPER--
S TEEL PLATESTEE,. WEU1-T$-
WEErL BEARING PAP,
Figure 6.8: TMD with liquid cell dampers (Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 58).
Simple TMD systems made of steel, concrete or wooden masses hung from floor
beams and footbridges by spring/damper systems similar to a car or truck shock absorber
have been reported with varying successes (Setareh et al., 2006, p. 64). The design of
these basic systems is similar to that outline by Connor (2003, p. 245-251). A mass ratio
(Mi) would first be determined from Figure 6.9 based on desired effective damping (g,)
and current system damping ( ). Optimal damping of the TMD (ed) can then be found
from Figure 6.10. Figure 6.11 will assist in identifying the optimal tuning frequency ratio
(f ) and Figure 6.12 the ratio of maximum TMD amplitude to system amplitude ( -d
U
See Example 6.4 for further details of the design process.
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Figure 6.9: Equivalent damping ratio for optimally tuned TMD (Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 250).
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Figure 6.10: Optimal damping ratio for TMD (Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 250).
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Figure 6.11: Optimum tuning frequency ratio for TMD (Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 249).
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Figure 6.12: Ratio of maximum TMD amplitude to maximum system amplitude
(Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 249).
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Example 6.4: Tuned Mass Damper Design for Floor System Motion Control
Situation:
Consider the original floor system layout from Example 6.1 (see Figures E6.1 and E6.2).
Problem Statement:
Design the tuned mass damper shown in Figure E6.3 to control the first mode of vibration
in the floor system. Assume it will be located in the center of the floor bay, where first
mode vibration displacement is at a maximum. Determine: md, kd, Cd and the necessary
design height for the damping system.
d C
Figure E6.3: TMD configuration.
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Solution:
From Eq. (3.5), the modal mass of the system for the first mode is roughly
m (35*30*40.1)+(4*35*35)+(2*30*50)Ml~- - -16,668.31b / g
3 ig
(1)
and from the results of Example 6.3, a desired effective damping ratio of 0.045 is
selected. Therefore, from Figure 6.9, a mass ratio (hi) of 0.005 seems appropriate. Then
md = hihi = 0.005 * (16,668.31b / g) = 83.31b / g (2)
From Figure 6.10, optimal damping (4d) of the TMD is chosen to be 0.05%. The
optimal frequency ratio (f,,) for the TMD is taken as 0.985 from Figure 6.11. Finally,
the ratio of maximum TMD amplitude to maximum system amplitude is found to be
about 10 from Figure 6.12. Then
cod = 0.985co
kd - Rf=2,,k = 0.0049k
(3)
(4)
Here, co = 2f = 25.07rad/s and k = 2 m = 976kip /ft. Consequently, the final
properties for the TMD are given in Table E6.4.
md 83.3 -b/g
Cd 0.064 lb-s/ft
_ Od_ 24.69 rad/s
kd 4.782 kip/ft
4d 0.05 %
Table E6.4: Designed TMD properties.
In addition, from the analysis given in the design spreadsheet calculations of Appendix E,
the total deflection from the beams and girders in this system is about 0.786 in. The ratio
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of maximum system amplitudes was found to be about 10, meaning the TMD may
experience maximum vibration displacement of roughly 7.86 in.
Evaluation:
In this example, use of a TMD to control vibrations of the first mode was able to
substantially reduce vibration problems. From Example 6.3, an effective damping ratio
of 0.045% gives us a peak system acceleration of 0.38% gravitational acceleration, much
less than the limiting threshold value of 0.50% gravitational acceleration for
serviceability. All this solution requires is a simple spring, a simple damping element
and an 83.3 lb weight!
While the TMD designed has great control over vibrations of the first mode, it
would ultimately provide no control over vibrations of the second mode. If the second
mode is considered problematic, TMD's could be designed and installed at points the
span distance in from the edge of the bay. These "quarter points" correspond to locations
of maximum 2 nd mode displacement.
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6.2. Active Control
Passive control techniques rely on properties inherent to the structure. In design, future
load cases are conservatively estimated; upper threshold values for mass, stiffness and
damping are prescribed. Once the structure is constructed, these values may not be
readily altered. Problems may occur when the structure cannot accommodate
unanticipated loading scenarios. Alternatively, an approach intended to allow
instantaneous modifications in dynamic properties of the system generated by an external
energy source is known as active control. Such a system will monitor external loadings
and responses, create a performance-based plan of action to alter structural properties and
finally execute this plan through a force-actuator system (Connor, 2003, pp. 363-364).
Figure 6.13 displays a simple, theoretical model of a SDOF system with active
control. Mass m responds to dynamic loading p(t). Meanwhile, a system of monitoring
and feedback control transmits force F, maintaining the motion of m to within prescribed
limits.
kp
C
H-oi U
Figure 6.13: Single-degree-of-freedom system with active control force, F
(Courtesy of Connor, 2003, p. 372).
The governing equation of motion for this system is of the form
mii+cd+ku =F+p (6.5)
Substituting definitions for frequency, co, and damping ratio, , gives the standardized
form (Connor, 2003, p. 372)
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u+ 24od +co 2 U =F+ (6.6)
m m
A negative linear feedback control force, F, may be expressed in terms of velocity and
displacement (p. 373)
F =-kvu -kdu (6.7)
Here subscripts v and d refer to feedback constants related to velocity and displacement,
respectively. Substituting F into the standard equation, giving
ui + (2 co +L) + (C2 + )U = P (6.8)
m m m
Now equivalent damping and frequency may be defined as the coefficients to the 1i and
u terms. Solving for these terms yields
(Oeq = ct I+-d- (6.9)
eq =+( (6.10)
with 5a defined as
4a + (6.11)
k 2om k
k
Therefore, the introduction of linear feedback force F has resulted in a change to the
fundamental frequency and damping ratio of the system (p. 347). Based on the control
law governing the response of F, active control can be an extraordinarily powerful tool in
the control of structural motion.
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Example 6.5: A Case Study of Active Control in Floor System Motion Control
Applications of active control in long span horizontal structures are currently being
studied. Hanagan and Murray (1997) built and tested an active control device intended to
reduce floor vibrations. Figure E6.5 displays the basic features of their control system.
The test device applied inertial forces to the floor system through electromagnetic control
of a reaction mass. A theoretical model of the active control device can be seen in Figure
E6.7; subscript a refers to properties associated to the active control mechanism.
Armt"
Support Prune
Rsacio MONi
Figure E6.5: Electromagnetic Proof-Mass Actuator
(Courtesy of Hanagan and Murray, 1997, p. 1499).
Figure E6.7: Theoretical Model of Control Actuator
(Courtesy of Hanagan and Murray, 1997, p. 1499).
Test results of this device showed possible increases of critical damping from 2.5% to an
astounding 40%. Such a device was permanently installed in an office building following
renovations. It was encased in a laminated wood cabinet designed to blend in with
surrounding office furniture. While in this example the active control device resolved
vibration problems, the building owner had to pay a premium for such new technology
(Hanagan, 2005, p. 16). Murray and Hanagan (1997) reported a base price of
approximately $16,000 for a single unit (p. 1505). Costs associated with electrical
requirements and maintenance must also be considered (Murray et al., 1997, p. 60).
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6.3. Alternative Control Methods
Perhaps the most economic and effective method of quickly dealing with a floor vibration
problem is also the simplest: relocate. Offices or laboratories can be rearranged so that
desks and testing equipment are closer to columns supports. This alone substantially
reduces vibration problems. Moving away from high traffic areas such as hallways may
also provide assistance (Murray et al., 1997, pp. 55-56).
Consideration should also be given to relocating the source of the vibration. For
instance, an aerobics facility on the 10 th floor of an office building could be moved to the
first floor, greatly lowering the transmission of troublesome vibrations (Murray, 2001).
Given the high cost of structural changes, the option to relocate and reduce occupant
perception of a vibration problem should always be the first solution investigated.
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6.4. Evaluation of Control Methods
Control methods discussed on Sections 6.1. through 6.3. are evaluated in Table 6.1 based
on overall cost, effectiveness and acceptance by building owners and contractors. The
simple alternative control methods described in Section 6.3. produce the best results.
However, it is not always possible to relocate the source or victim of a vibration problem.
Medium Medium Low High Low
Medium Medium High Inconclusive High
Medium High Low Low High
Table 6.1: Qualitative evaluation of vibration control methods.
Active control methods provide a costly solution with few proven results. This leaves the
passive control methods of adjusting the mass, stiffness or damping. Table 6.2
summarizes the recommended solutions from examples given for each of these methods.
Based on effectiveness of control and the amount of raw materials required, use of a
TMD far outperforms mass based control and stiffness based control approaches. Unless
extremely unusual constraints are present, using a TMD to control motion in long span
horizontal structures is the best method analyzed in this report.
Mass 7,218.8 lbs concrete
Stiffness 1,560 lbs steel
83.3 lb weight with spring &
D damping element
Table 6.2: Passive control method results from Section 6 examples.
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7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Motion control of long span horizontal structures is a topic of great relevance to today's
structural designers for two simple reasons. First of all, excessive vibrations have been
found to be problematic in nearly all of the most commonly designed structures.
Secondly, reported incidents are on the rise. The vibration of a system is naturally
controlled by its inherent mass, stiffness and damping properties. Changing design
techniques and building technologies in the search for greater material efficiency has led
to reductions in mass, stiffness and damping, opening the door to vibration problems.
Traditionally, engineers have contained floor vibrations by adding stiffness to the
system. But as the dominant problem has shifted from one of strength based design to
one of motion based design, additional stiffness is an inefficient solution. The examples
given in Section 6 clearly prove this point. Adding damping to the system, through a
device such as a tuned mass damper, can have a substantial impact on the system.
Furthermore, this technique requires far less material than mass or stiffness based
approaches.
Modem design codes acknowledge the problem of motion in horizontal
structures, but typically give little to no requirements governing their design in this
regard. Most guidelines suggest adding stiffness to the system. Perhaps this reflects a
general reluctance by owners, contractors and structural designers to accept revolutionary
design solutions. But as span lengths continue to increase and analysis techniques
become ever more sophisticated, the point will eventually be reached where the benefits
of motion based design can no longer be ignored.
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APPENDIX A - Calculation Procedures
Figure A. 1 presents the procedure suggested by AISC Design Guide 11 for calculating
floor natural frequency and floor system acceleration. This procedure was followed in
the remaining appendices through use of design spreadsheets, where specific system
values were varied to reflect changes in system acceleration.
A. FLOOR SLAB
Determine unit weight and d, = effective depth
Calculate D, = d! 12n
B. JOIST PANEL MODE
Calculate I (see Sections 3.5 and 3.6 if truses or open web joists)
Calculate wj and A, IL
Calculate 4; - 0. tS g1/A Dj = Ij/IS
Calculate B= CD,/D) L5 s 2/3 x floor width
C =eaor interior panelsT]for edge panels
Calculate W, = wAB!L.(, r i5 if continuous)
C. GIRDER PANEL MODE
Base calculations on girder witsmaller fre uenc.
Calculate I (see Sections 3.5 and 3.6 if truss or joist girder or if
girder supports open web joists).
Calculate w, and A, - 3 L4 with correction if only one beam.
Calculatef : = 19 g and D, = I /
Use average of supported joist span lengths,
if different, for L
For interior panel. calculate
B,= C D .'s ! 2 /3 floor length
C, - 1.8 if shear connected; 1.6 if not.
For edge panel, calculate B.= 2 / 3L
Calculate W. = wBL. (x 1-5 if continuous)
D. COMBiNED PANEL MODE
If Bj > L,.reduceAby L, / z0.5
Calcutate f, 0.I8Ng /(A,+ A,)
A A
Calculate W -- W + W
Choose P from Table 4.1 (0.02, .03, 0.05)
Calculate -Z where P - 0.29 kN (65 lb)9 oW
Compare with a, /g from Table 4.1 (0.5%, 1.5%)
Figure A.1: Abbreviated floor evaluation calculation procedure
(Courtesy of Murray et al., 1997, p. 21).
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APPENDIX B
This appendix corresponds to Example 6.1, where mass is adjusted by changing slab
thickness and concrete weight. The following design spreadsheets outline the
calculations made based on given properties to arrive at a fundamental frequency and
peak system acceleration (outlined in black boxes). Calculation procedures are based on
the outline provided in Appendix A.
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Annendix B - Example 61:
Project Description:pp dYR - x ----------------
Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
D
I width,, (ft) = 144
Sr ti.) =4.0
de (in.) = 3.5
wiutff tit) w Ui
Combined Mode Prorties:
W (kips) t95
PW (Ibs) = 2840.08
P0 (Ibs) = 65
a,/g .5 7 (Actual)
(Limit)
Es (ksi) = 29,000 1
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
I DLsIab+deck (psf) = 36.1
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.681
Ij (in. 4 ) = 1670
wj (plf) = 546
Aj (in.) = 0.381
f1 (Hz) = 5.73
D, (in.4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in. 4/ft) = 167
Bi (ft) = 28.5
W (kips)= 81.7
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.061
ig (in. 4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
Dj (in .4/ft) = 167
Dg (in .4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
W g (kips) = 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Conclusion:
Inadequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 2.5"; Concrete Weight = 110 pcf
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I
Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Girder
I widtheff (ft) = 144
t (in.) = 4.75
de (in.) = 3.75
width, (ft) = 10
I E. (ksi) = 29,000
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.378
Ij (in.4) = 1725
w (plf) = 569
Aj (in.) = 0.384
f1 (Hz) = 5.71
Ds (in.4/ft) = 5.664
D (in.4/ft) = 173
Bj (ft) = 29.8
Wj (kips) = 89.0
Es (ksi) = 29,000 J
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 0.812
Ig (in.4) = 3123
wg (plf) = 2041
Ag (in.) = 0.411
fg (Hz) = 5.52
Dj (in.4/ft) = 173
Dg (in.4/ft) = 89.2
Bg (ft) = 63.7
Wg (kips) = 111
Ag' (in.) = 0.413
Combined Mode Pro ert
W (kips)= 101
3W (Ilbs) = 3016.49
Pn (lbs) = 65
Actual)
Limit)
Conclusion:
Inadequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 2.75"; Concrete Weight = 110 pcf
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Loadin Considerations
I DL-sab+deck (psf) = 38.4
I I
Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I widtheff (tt) = 144
wiflanf (Tt = 1U
Combined Mode Pr rties:
W (kips) =106
PW (lbs) = 3190.19
P0 (lbs) = 65
a./g = 0.51 % (Actual)
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
I ab-deck (psf) = 40.7
Beam Mode Pronerties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.098
Ij (in.4) = 1780
wv (plf) = 592
A (in.) = 0.387
f1 (Hz) = 5.69
D, (in.4/ft) = 6.874
Dj (in.4/ft) = 178
B (ft)= 31.0
Wj (kips) = 96.4
E, (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 0.575
Ig (in. 4) = 3204
wg (plf) = 2121
Ag (in.) = 0.416
fg (Hz) = 5.49
Dj (in.4/ft) = 178
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 91.5
Bg (ft) = 63.8
Wg (kips) = 116
Ag' (in.) = 0.402
Conclusion:
Marginal Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 3.0"; Concrete Weight = 110 pcf
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r (in.) = 5
de (in.) 4
I
I
Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I widtheff (ft) = 144
t (in.) = 5.25
de (in.) = 4.25
Combined Mode Proprties:
W (kips)= 112
1W (lbs) = 3367.21
P0 (Ibs) = 65
(Actual)
(Limit)
I E, (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerat ions
I DLsabdeck (psf) = 43.0
Beam Mode Properties:
I
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 0.837
Ij (in.4) = 1833
w (plf) = 615
Aj (in.) = 0.390
f, (Hz) = 5.66
Ds (in.4/ft) = 8.246
D (in.4/ft) = 183
Bj (ft) = 32.2
W (kips)= 104.0
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 0.349
Ig (in.4) = 3285
wg (plf) = 2201
Ag (in.) = 0.421
fg (Hz) = 5.45
Dj (in.4/ft) = 183
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 93.9
Bg (ft) = 63.8
Wg (kips) = 120
Ag' (in.) = 0.392
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
- I ____________________________________________________________________________________
Slab Thickness = 3.25"; Concrete Weight = 110 pcf
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A Pndix B - FYmple 6 1 Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
(
I widtheff (ft) = 144
t (in.) 5.5 Widthff(ft)= 10
de (in.) = 4.5 M MN
Combined Mode Pr rties:
W (kips)(= 118
PW (lbs) = 3548.60
P0 (lbs) = 65
arl/g~ ~~ 040' (Atl
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loadina Considerations
I DLsiab+deck (psf) = 45.3
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
ybar (in.) = 0.592
Ij (in .4) = 1887
wj (plf) = 638
A1 (in.) = 0.393
fj (Hz) = 5.64
D. (in.4/ft) = 9.788
Dj (in.4/ft) = 189
B (ft) = 33.4
W1(kips)= 111.8
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 0.133
Ig (in. 4) = 3368
wg (plf) = 2281
Ag (in.) = 0.426
fg (Hz) = 5.42
D (in.4/ft) = 189
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 96.2
Bg (ft) = 63.9
Wg (kips) = 125
Ag' (in.) = 0.382
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 3.5"; Concrete Weight = 110 pcf
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Appendix R - Example 61: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Deck P Beam
I widthff (ft) = 144
t (in.) = 4.5
de (in.) = 3.5
Combined Mode P rties:
W (kips)(= 116
PW (lbs) = 3489.47
P0 (lbs) = 65
a./g = 0.91% (Actual)
U(Limit)
E~(ki)= 900
Loadino Considerations
DLslab+deck (psf) = 46.3
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = 0.860
I (in. 4) = 1780
w (plf) = 648
Aj (in.) = 0.424
fj (Hz) = 5.44
D. (in.4/ft) = 6.970
Dj (in .4/ft) = 178
BW (fkt) 31.91
WLkp)=159
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = 0.253
Ig (in.4 ) = 3228
wg (plf) = 2318
Ag (in.) = 0.451
fg (Hz) = 5.27
Dj (in.4/ft) = 178
D (in.4/ft) = 92.2
Bg (ft) = 63.7
Wg (kips) = 126
Ag' (in.) = 0.435
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 2.5"; Concrete Weight = 145 pcf
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npdiyR - xnmle 61: diusing assin lor st.
Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I widthff (ft) = 144
t (in.) = 4.75
Sde(in.) = 3.75 wI ltnf(I) U= I
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
DLsia,ecc (psf = 49.3
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = 0.594
Ij (in.4) = 1835
wj (plf) = 678
Aj (in.) = 0.430
fj (Hz) = 5.39
Ds (in.4/ft) = 8.573
Dj (in.4 /ft) = 184
B (ft)= 32.5
W (kips)= 115.9
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = 0.031
Ig (in.4) = 3311
wg (plf) = 2423
Ag (in.) = 0.460
fg (Hz) = 5.22
Dj (in.4/ft) = 184
Dg (in.4/ft) = 94.6
Bg (ft) = 63.7
Wg (kips) = 132
Ag' (in.) = 0.424
Combined Mode Pro erties:
W (kips) = 124
OW (lbs) = 3721.82
Po (Ibs) = 65
S6'= 0.6 (Actual)
(Limit)
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 2.75"; Concrete Weight = 145 pcf
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Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I width ff(ft) = 144
t (in.) 5 Widtheff(tt)= 10
de(ifl.) =4I
Combined Mode Proeties:
W (kips) = 132
OW (lbs)= 3961.12
P0 (Ibs) = 65
a*g 0.43% (Actual)
(Limit)
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations-
Dlsab~deck (psf) = 52.3
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = 0.348
Ij (in.4) = 1890
wj (pif) = 708
Aj (in.) = 0.436
f1 (Hz) = 5.36
D, (in.4/ft) = 10.404
Dj (in.4/ft) = 189
Bj (ft) = 33.9
W (kips)= 126.1
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = -0.180
Ig (in.4) = 3395
wg (pif) = 2529
Ag (in.) = 0.468
fg (Hz) = 5.17
Dj (in.4/ft) = 189
Dg (in.4/ft) = 97.0
Bg (ft) = 63.8
Wg (kips) = 138
Ag' (in.) = 0.414
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 3.0"; Concrete Weight = 145 pcf
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Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I widthAff(ft) = 144
t (in.) = 5.25
de (in.) = 4.25
Widtheff (Tt) = 10
Combined Mode Properties:
W (kips) =140
PW (lbs) =4207.19
P0 (lbs) =65
ap./g 0.40% (Actual)
(Limit)
Loading Considerations
I DLsia+jdeck (psf) = 55.4
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = 0.118
Ij (in .4) = 1945
wj (plf) = 739
Aj (in.) = 0.442
fj (Hz) = 5.32
Ds (in.4 /ft) = 12.479
Dj (in .4/ft) = 194
Bi (ft) = 35.2
W (kips) 136.
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = -0.382
Ig (in.4) = 3482
wg (plf) = 2635
Ag (in.) = 0.476
fg (Hz) = 5.13
Dj (in.4/ft) = 194
Dg (in.4/ft) = 99.5
Bg (ft) = 63.9
Wg (kips) = 144
Ag' (in.) = 0.405
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
J ________________________ - L _____________________________
Slab Thickness = 3.25"; Concrete Weight = 145 pcf
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Appendix B - Example 6.1: Adjusting Mass in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I widtheff (ft) = 144
Combined Mode Pr ies:
W (kips) =149
PW (lbs) =4459.80
P0 (lbs) =65
a,/- 0.3%-- (Actual)
(Lmt
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
Dl-sab+deck (psf) = 58.4
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = -0.098
Ij (in. 4) = 2001
wi (plf) = 769
Aj (in.) = 0.447
fi (Hz) = 5.29
Ds (in.4/ft) = 14.813
Dj (in. 4/ft) = 200
B (ft) = 36.5
Wj (kips)= 147.4
Es (ksi) = 29,000 J
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 6.15
Ybar (in.) = -0.577
Ig (in.4 ) = 3571
wg (plf) = 2741
Ag (in.) = 0.482
fg (Hz) = 5.09
Dj (in.4/ft) = 200
Dg (in.4/ft) = 102.0
Bg (ft) = 63.9
Wg (kips) = 150
Ag' (in.) = 0.396
Conclusion:
Adequate Serviceability
design.
Slab Thickness = 3.5"; Concrete Weight = 145 pcf
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t (in.) = 5.5
de (in.) = 4.5
wiUmff tit) - I uI

APPENDIX C
This appendix corresponds to Example 6.2, where stiffness is adjusted by changing W-
section member sizes in the beams and girders. The following design spreadsheets
outline the calculations made based on given properties to arrive at a fundamental
frequency and peak system acceleration (outlined in black boxes). Procedures taken are
akin to those completed in Example 6.1, based on Figure A. 1.
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A nnndix C7 - Examnle 62: Adiusting Stiffness in a Flo ystem
appnifiv C - ------p- /eProject Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Deck Physical Properties: Beam Physical Properties: Girder Physical P
I widtheff (ft) = 144
t (in.) = 4.5
de (ifl.) =3.5
WILIeff tit) - IV
Combined Morties:
W (kips) = 95
PW (Ibs) = 2840.08
P0 (Ibs) = 65
ap/ ('/o)= 057% (Actual)
E, (ksi) = 29,000 1
Loadins Considerations
DLsab+deck (ps) =36.1
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.681
Ij (in.4) = 1670
wv (plf) = 546
Aj (in.) = 0.381
f1 (Hz) = 5.73
D. (in.4/ft) = 4.605
D (in.4/ft) = 167
Bj (ft) = 28.5
W (kips)= 81.7
Es (ksi) = 29,000 I
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.061
Ig (in. 4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
Dj (in .4/ft) = 167
Dg (in .4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
Wg (kips) = 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Conclusion:
Inadequate serviceability
design.
Beams: W18x35; Girders: W21x50
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Appendix C - Example 6.2: Adjusting Stiffness in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Girder Physical Prooerties:
I widthAff (ft) = 144 1
t (in.)= 4.5 I dtheff(ft) 10
d.e(in.) =3.5
Combined Mode Perties:
W (kips) =93
PW (Ibs) = 2787.93
P0 (Ibs) = 65
(Actl
IEs (ksi) = 29,000
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.681
Ij (in.4) = 1670
wj (plf) = 546
Aj (in.) = 0.381
f1 (Hz) = 5.73
D. (in. 4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Bj (ft) = 28.5
W (kips)= 81.7
Beams: W18x35; Girders: W21x55
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.282
I, (in. 4) = 3356
wg (plf) = 1965
Ag (in.) = 0.368
fg (Hz) = 5.83
Dj (in. 4/ft) = 167
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 95.9
Bg (ft) = 62.0
Wg (kips) = 104
Ag' (in.) = 0.387
Conclusion:
Inadequate serviceability
design.
Loadin Considerations
I DLsiab+deck (psf) = 36.1
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Appendix C - Example 6.2: Adjusting Stiffness in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
De
I widthAff(ft) = 144 1
t (in.)= 4.5 Widtheff(ft) 10
d.e(in.) = 3.5
Combined Mode Pro erties:
W (kips) =97
PW (lbs) =2916.84
P0 (lbs) = 65
a,,/g 0/'o)( 0.3 (A t l
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Loadin Considerations
DLsab,+deck (psf) = 36.1
I-
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 2.020
I1 (in.4) = 1914
w (pif) = 551
A (in.) = 0.335
f; (Hz) = 6.11
D, (in.4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 191
Bj (ft) = 27.6
Wj (kips)= 79.7
Beams: W18x4O; Girders: W21x50
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.058
Ig (in. 4) = 3038
wg (pIf) = 1978
Ag (in.) = 0.409
fg (Hz) = 5.53
Dj (in.4/ft) = 191
Dg (in .4/ft) = 86.8
Bg (ft) = 65.8
Wg (kips) = 112
Ag' (in.) = 0.445
Conclusion:
Inadequate serviceability
design.
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Appendix C - Example 6.2: Adjusting Stiffness in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I Widtheff (tt) = 144
t (in.)= 4.5 W dthff(ft)= 10
de,(in.)= 3.5I
Combined Mode Pro erties:
P(W (Ibs) = 2855.87
P0 (Ibs) = 65
(Actl
I E, (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
I DLsab,eck (psf) = 36.1
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 2.020
Ij (in.4) = 1914
w (plf) = 551
Aj (in.) = 0.335
fj (Hz) = 6.11
Ds (in.4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 191
Bj (ft) = 27.6
Wj (kips) = 79.7
Beams: W18x4O; Girders: W21x55
Er (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.279
I (in.4) = 3351
wg (plf) = 1983
Ag (in.) = 0.372
f9 (Hz) = 5.80
Dj (in.4/ft) = 191
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 95.8
Bg (ft) = 64.2
Wg (kips) = 109
Ag' (in.) = 0.405
Conclusion:
Inadequate serviceability
design.
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Appendix C - Example 6.2: Adjusting Stiffness in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
I wdtheff (t) = 144
widtheff (ft) = 10
Combined Mode Pro erties:
W (kips) = 101
PW (lbs) = 3020.25
P0 (lbs) = 65
%)0,4% (Actual)
(Limit)
I FEs (KSI) = 29,UUU
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 2.645
I (in.4) = 2560
wj (plf) = 555
Aj (in.) = 0.252
fj (Hz) = 7.04
Ds (in. 4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 256
B (ft) 25.6
W~ (kips) =74..7
E, (ksi) = 29,000 J
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.279
Ig (in. 4) = 3351
wg (plf) = 1997
Ag (in.) = 0.374
fg (Hz) = 5.78
Dj (in. 4/ft) = 256
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 95.8
Bg (ft) = 69.1
Wg (kips) = 118
Ag' (in.) = 0.438
Conclusion:
Adequate serviceability
design.
Beams: W18x44; Girders: W21x55
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t (in.) = 4.5
de (in.) = 3.5
Loading Considerations
I DLsiab+deck (psf) = 36.1 |
Appendix C - Example 6.2: Adjusting Stiffness in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Deck Ph sical Properties: Beam Physical Properties: Girder Ph sical rooerties:
I Widthff (ft) = 144
t (in.) = 4.5
de (in.) = 3.5
Combined Mode Pr ies:
W (kips) =98
PW (lbs) = 2928.91
P0 (lbs) = 65
ap/ (0'0)= 44% (Actual)
vr (Limit)
I -_s (KSI) = 29,000 1
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 2.645
Ij (in.4) = 2560
wj (plf) = 555
Aj (in.) = 0.252
fj (Hz) = 7.04
Ds (in.4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 256
Bj (ft) = 25.6
W1 (kips) = 74.7
E, (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.597
Ig (in.4) = 3786
wg (plf) = 2004
Ag (in.) = 0.333
fg (Hz) = 6.14
Dj (in. 4/ft) = 256
Dg (in. 4/ft) = 108.2
Bg (ft) = 67.0
Wg (kips)= 115
Ag' (in.) = 0.389
Conclusion:
Adequate serviceability
design.
Beams: W18x44; Girders: W21x62
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Loading Considerations
DLsIlab+deck (psf) = 36.1 I
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APPENDIX D
This appendix corresponds to Example 6.3, where damping is adjusted by modal
damping ratio. The following design spreadsheets outline the calculations made based on
given properties to arrive at a fundamental frequency and peak system acceleration
(outlined in black boxes). Procedures taken are akin to those completed in Example 6.1,
based on Figure A.l.
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Appendix D - Example 6.3: Adjusting Damping Ratio in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Widthefe (t) = 144
t (in.) = 4.5
d, (in.) = 3.5
Combined Mode Pr rties:
W (kips) = 95
PW (Ibs) = 2840.08
P0 (Ibs) = 65
a.,/g 0.57% (Actual)
(Limit)
I E (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
I DLsIabdeck (psf) = 36.1
Damping Ratio = 0.03
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.681
Ij (in.4) = 1670
wj (plf) = 546
A1 (in.) = 0.381
fi (Hz) = 5.73
Ds (in.4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Bj (ft) = 28.5
W1(kips) = 81.7
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.)= 1.061
I (in.4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
D (in.4/ft) = 167
Dg (in.4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
Wg (kips) = 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Conclusion:
Inadequate serviceability
design.
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Appendix D - Example 6.3: Adjusting Damping Ratio in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Ec (ksi) = 2,307 1
I widtheff (ft) = 144 |
I widtheff (ft) = 10 1
Combined Mode Pro erties:
W (kips) = 95
PW (lbs) = 3313.43
P0 (lbs) = 65
ap/g(0/0 = 049% (Actual)
(Limit)
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
DLsab,+deck (psf) = 36.1
Damping Ratio = 0.035
Beam Mode Pronerties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.)= 1.681
I (in.4) = 1670
wj (plf) = 546
A; (in.) = 0.381
f, (Hz) = 5.73
Ds (in. 4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Bj (ft) = 28.5
W,(kips)= 81.7
E. (ksi) = 29,000 J
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.)= 1.061
Ig (in.4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Dg (in .4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
Wg (kips) = 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Conclusion:
Adequate serviceability
design.
I
t (in.) = 4.5
de (in.) = 3.5
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Appendix D - Example 6.3: Adjusting Damping Ratio in a Floor System
[Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Deck
I widthff (ft) = 144
d (in.) = 4.5 W CWtheff(tt) = 10
de (in.) = 3.5
Combined Mode Properties:
W (kips) =95
OW (Ibs) = 3786.77
P0 (lbs) = 65
(0
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
I DLsabdeck (psf) = 36.1
Damping Ratio = 0.04
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.681
Ij (in. 4) = 1670
wj (plf) = 546
Aj (in.) = 0.381
fi (Hz) = 5.73
D. (in. 4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Bj (ft) = 28.5
W (kips)= 81.7
E. (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.061
Ig (in.4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Dg (in .4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
Wg (kips) = 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Conclusion:
Adequate serviceability
design.
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Appendix D - Example 6.3: Adjusting Damping Ratio in a Floor System
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
Be
I Widtleff (tt) = 144 1
t (If.) 4.5 Widtheff(ft) 10
de (ifl.) 3.5I
Combined Morties:
W (kips)
PW (lbs) = 4260.12
P0 (lbs) = 65
(Actual)
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
IDLsiab+cjeck (psf) = 36.1
Damping Ratio = 0.045
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.)= 1.681
I (in. 4) = 1670
w (plf) = 546
Aj (in.) = 0.381
fj (Hz) = 5.73
D. (in.4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Bj (ft) = 28.5
W (kips)= 81.7
Es (ksi) = 29,000
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.061
Ig (in.4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
D (in.4/ft) = 167
Dg (in.4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
Wg (kips)= 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Conclusion:
Adequate serviceability
design.
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APPENDIX E
This appendix corresponds to Example 6.4, where a modal damping ratio of 0.045. The
following design spreadsheets outline the calculations made based on given properties to
arrive at a fundamental frequency and peak system acceleration (outlined in black boxes).
Procedures taken are akin to those completed in Example 6.1, based on Figure A. 1.
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Appendix E - Example 6.4: Tuned Mass Damper Design for Floor System Motion Control
Project Description: Office floor (without full height partitions). Check for walking vibration
B
I widthf (ft) = 144
r (In.) = 4.5
d. (in.) = 3.5
WlItleff (It) = 10
I Es (ksi) = 29,000
Loading Considerations
Dlsiabdeck (Psf) 36.1
Damping Ratio = 0.045
Beam Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.681
Ij (in .4) = 1670
wj (plf) = 546
Aj (in.) = 0.381
fW (Hz) = 5.73
Ds (in. 4/ft) = 4.605
Dj (in.4/ft) = 167
Bi (ft).= 28.5
Wj (kips) =81.7
Es (ksi) = 29,000 l
Girder Mode Properties:
n = 9.31
Ybar (in.) = 1.061
Ig (in.4) = 3043
wg (plf) = 1960
Ag (in.) = 0.405
fg (Hz) = 5.56
Dj (in .4/ft) = 167
D. (in.4/ft) = 86.9
Bg (ft) = 63.6
Wg (kips) = 107
Ag' (in.) = 0.426
Comn ModePrjrties:
W(kips) =95
PW (lbs) = 4260.1
P0 (lbs) = 65
- (0% = 0.8 (Actual)
(Limit)
Conclusion:
Adequate serviceability
design.
D
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